WARDENSVILLE WELCOMES STELLAR NEW RESTAURANT

A tiny mountain town overflowing with charm, Wardensville is nestled within the Potomac Highlands region of the state and is less than a 2-hour drive from the D.C. Metro area. The town continues to celebrate the opening of a new restaurant that is now part of its picturesque main street.

MACK’S BINGO KITCHEN

Mack’s Bingo Kitchen serves up elevated dishes using seasonal ingredients from their personal organic farm as well as from other local farms nearby. From fried green tomatoes and roasted beets to a whole grilled trout and local pork plate, this spot will surely leave your taste buds singing. The full bar can be found as beautiful as the perfectly crafted drinks that rest upon it. Both craft and domestic beers can be found on tap, in cans and bottles, along with wines, cider, cocktails and spirits.

Even better, the restaurant serves as a living classroom for Appalachian youth, providing them with the opportunity to gain experience in the hospitality industry. The junior crew are trained in kitchen and food preparation, cooking and serving as well as hosting and how to interact personally with guests.